
CSW 700B COURT
SWEEPER FOR TENNIS AND PADEL COURTS

SWEEPERS



This is the evolution of the Comet CSW 700B walk-behind sweeper, equipped with brushes and 
collection tray specifically modified for cleaning playing surfaces and redistributing sand on the court.

This innovative sweeper ensures quick and safe maintenance of padel courts, providing safe 
and hygienic conditions for players: in fact, it is equipped with a special collection tray complete 
with micro-holes for the uniform redistribution of sand, while retaining the dust and fluff released by 
the balls on the court.  

The central and side brushes, on the other hand, sweep up both the coarse waste and sand that 
accumulates at the edge of the court, while neatly combing the synthetic turf fibres.

A single sweeper for cleaning 
PADEL AND TENNIS COURTS

Padel courts Tennis courts 5-a-side soccer courts Regular soccer courts

 IDEAL FOR CLEANING SYNTHETIC COURTS OF:
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AGILE AND VERSATILE FOR EVERY USE  INCLUDING OFF THE COURT

the small size of the CSW 700B COURT allows it to move in even the most confined 
spaces.  What is more, by replacing the special tray equipped with microholes for padel 
courts with the standard collection container without holes (optional), it also becomes 
practical and effective for cleaning tennis courts and all sports centre environments 
such as clubhouses, bars, locker rooms, offices, driveways and parking lots, which are 
difficult to keep clean because of their size and the significant amount of dirt that often 
builds up due to bad weather conditions.

CSW 700B COURT is suitable for both synthetic turf and concrete surfaces.

Perfect for INDOOR 
and OUTDOOR facilities

Equipped with a 510mm wide central brush 
for sweeping up coarse dirt and troublesome 
ball fluff.  Thanks to its soft bristles, it restores 

the synthetic turf to pristine condition.

It features a collection tank with microholes 
for redistributing sand and retaining coarse 
dirt restoring the court to its original 

condition.

Thanks to the side brush with which it is 
fitted even the sand at the edges of the court 
is easily swept up and redistributed on the  

court in a uniform manner.

Battery-powered (optional) it can be used 
without any problems in both indoor and 

outdoor facilities.

Optional collection container without holes, 
for cleaning all areas outside the court: 
driveways, parking lots, hospitality areas, all 

indoor and  outdoor environments.
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GENERAL FEATURES
Ideal for medium and large areas.

Large filtering area with electric filter shaker.

Side-brush lifting lever.

Suction shut-off switch.

Flap lifting system.

Panel filter in horizontal position.

Central brush pressure adjustment system.

Indirect rear collection.

Main brush quick release.

Long-lasting elastic straps.

Tilting handle.

Suction selection lever.

Traction lever.

Antistatic device.

Special collection container with microholes for the 
collection and redistribution of sand on padel and 
tennis courts.

Standard collection container without holes 
(optional).

Self-supporting steel frame.

Mechanically-operated side brush.

Battery and battery charger not included and to be
ordered as optional equipment.

Non-marking side flaps.

Main brush with soft bristles.

TECHNICAL DATA
CSW 700B COURT

code 39002-00134

width of main brush 510mm

cleaning width (with 1 side brush) 680mm

collection/emptying container 45 l.

hourly yield 2620 m2/h

feed type  Mechanical

feed speed 4 km/h

motor type/power 12V / 400W

filtering surface 2 m2 

brush pressure adjustable

filter shaker electric

dimensions (cm)/weight 126x63x85 / 78kg

STANDARD ACCESSORIES OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

00005-02532
non-marking side flap

00080-05196
main brush with soft bristles

00080-04124
pp side brush

00055-00149
12v 105ah c5 gel battery - low 

maintenance

00056-00068
battery charger 12v 13a 220-

240/50-60

00070-00427
14-micron paper panel filter 00054-01369

closed collection tray  
without microholes

00054-01632
collection tray with microholes

00055-00130
12v 118ah c5 lead-acid tubular 

battery

TRAY WITH 
MICROHOLES

HERE IS THE TESTIMONY OF PADEL 
ENTREPRENEURS WHO HAVE ALREADY 

TESTED THE MACHINE
"The surface of both the padel and tennis courts, immediately changed colour, 
regaining its original look where broom cleaning had served no useful purpose.  

The speed and yield per sq.m/hr of the sweeper were incredible, especially 
as regards the fluff left by the balls: this was almost invisible on the court, but within 

minutes the collection tank was filled with it.  At the same time, the redistribution of the 
collected sand via the perforated tray worked very well."
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Comet S.p.A.   |   Via Guido Dorso 4  |   42124 Reggio Emilia (RE)  |   Tel: +0522 386111  |   www.comet-spa.com
export@comet-spa.com

www.comet-cleaning.com


